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Welcome To Term 3!
When I was a child I felt like it took forever to get to Christmas, now as an adult I feel like the years
speed from one to the next and here we are in the middle of 2019!

Planning For 2020…already!
Last term we welcomed many Kindergarten children and their parents (and grandparents!) to our
school for tours. If you know of anyone who is interested in a look around our school, please let
them know that they are welcome to pop in at any time. Of course, if they would like a chat to
Naomi or myself, they are best to make an appointment.
NAIDOC Week
NAIDOC Week fell in the last week of the holidays.
It is also the International Year of Indigenous
Languages.
Fact:
More than 250 Indigenous Australian
languages were spoken at the time of European
settlement in 1788 but sadly only 13 traditional
Indigenous languages are still acquired by children.
Language is more than just a means to
communicate, it makes people and communities
unique, and plays a central role in a sense of
identity. Language is an important platform within
which much cultural knowledge and heritage is
passed on.
Reference: https://aiatsis.gov.au/explore/articles/
indigenous-australian-languages
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Cross Country Skiing Program Begins
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Grade 6 Activity Day—Alexandra
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STAR OF THE WEEK

Grade 1/2A

FELICITY HUMPHRIES

Adjective
Poems

Felicity is an enthusiastic
learner who seeks out
opportunities to learn as much
as she can about things she finds
interesting. Felicity is finding out that when
you are motivated, interested and excited
about learning, you get fantastic
results. We are proud to have you in our
learning community, Felicity.
You are a STAR!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Prep

Summer Edwards for her consistent effort and hard work at school. Summer we
were very impressed with your Writing, when you wrote about going to the footy and
then to your Grandma and cousins houses. Awesome spelling, spaces, neat letters
and Writing a whole page! Super-Dooper-Writing, Summer!

2/3A

Chase Stevenson for the terrific Simile Poem that he wrote this week about 'Dogs'.
Chase used his senses along with some adjectives, to describe what dogs: look like,
sound like, feel like, smell like and taste like. What a fantastic effort, Chase! Keep up
the great Writing.

3/4A

Owen Forden for having an awesome start to Term 3! Owen has been working
super hard to complete all learning tasks and has been trying his very best in
everything. Keep working hard and focusing on your learning, Owen! I am very proud
of your efforts!

5/6A

Noah Campbell for demonstrating amazing behaviour that truly stands out. You are
always kind and respectful to others offering to help and share ideas. Your
enthusiasm to your learning is contagious and others look to you to emulate. Noah
you deserve many accolades for the way to address each day. You are a valuable
member of our classroom. Congratulations!

5/6B

Dalen Timbury Johns in recognition of the enthusiasm you have shown towards
taking part in Literature Circles. It is fantastic to see you challenging yourself and
being brave when you are learning! Keep up the great work, Dalen.

Art

Emmie Clark for creating a gorgeous watercolour portrait in Art, using ink,
watercolour pencil, fine brush and water. Emmie, your portrait shows your ability to
use your brush gently to create fine lines, facial details and a 'splatter' effect. You have
blended the red and blue tones to create a soft mood. You're a talented artist,
Emmie!

Drama

Jesse Winch for drawing and writing some excellent responses to our character
study of Mr. Bean in Drama. Jesse, you have understood the dramatic elements that
Mr. Bean uses to tell a story, such as body language/movement, facial expression and
mime. Your sketches of Mr. Bean are so creative and funny! Outstanding work, Jesse.
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The New Building

In the final weeks of Term 2 Lynne, Naomi and I went to three schools in Melbourne who all had
received new buildings. It was great to see three very different sites and speak to schools who
had completed the process. All schools said that the timeframes were adhered to and they
were all very happy with their new buildings. I hope to be able to bring you news of our new
building very soon.
Student Led Interviews
It was fantastic to hear students talk about how they felt about their interviews. Much work
goes into both the portfolio and the interview itself. We welcome feedback about this process
as we develop these interviews to be as beneficial as possible to both you and the student.
Let It Snow, Let It Snow
Those of you who know me well know that what I mean is: let there be great snow for our
skiers but leave me at school nice and warm! Thanks to Naomi Davies and Kristen McInnes for
their work on this program. We are also very fortunate to have some fabulous parents who
enjoy this type of thing (I am baffled!) without whom our program could not go ahead. What
an amazing place to live!
Warm And Dry
Please ensure your children have clearly labelled jumpers each day! It is amazing how many
students do not wear jumpers to school but then come to us to borrow one when they go
outside. We also have a new collection of lost property! Please come in and check if you have
missing items, the basket is full already!
Have a great week!
Vicky

Parent’s Group News
New Hand Dryers
The talk of school this week has been the hand dryers in the
students toilets which were purchased and installed over the
holidays. Our students have the cleanest hands in the district
judging by the amount of use the dryers have experienced in
the first week!
Thank you to E-TEC for installing the dryers and to Parent’s
Group for making the funds available. A special thanks to
everyone who has supported our Parent’s Group fundraisers. It
means that we are able to do things such as this in our school.

Focus on 1/2A—Adjective Poems
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This week we have been exploring
adjectives and how they describe nouns.
The students used their prior knowledge
and dictionaries to help them create an
adjective poem about their favourite
animal!

Lions
Lazy lions
Creeping lions
Dangerous lions
Courageous lions
Various lions
I love lions
By Miss Davis
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Alexandra Junior Soccer Club
The annual soccer program is due to start at
Alexandra’s Leckie Park this term.
The first
session starts on 20th July.
Every Saturday morning at 10:30am children
between 5 to 15 years are welcome to join in the
skills sessions and games during the hour long
program. They are generally split up in suitable age
groups of mixed girls and boys.
The cost of the 10 week program has been kept at
the same low price of $45 per child. Registrations
are
able
to
be
done
online
through
www.playfootball.com.au. The closing date for
registrations 25th July 2019.
If you are interested in the program you can ring
0497 078 394 for more details.

